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ABSTRACT

ASSIMILATION OF DIFFERENT FOODS BY
LARVAE OF SIMULIUM VERECUNDUM STONE AND
JAMNBACK

(DIPTERA

:

SIMULIIDAE)

February 1989

PAULA J.S.

MARTIN

B•S./ University of California, Berkeley
M.S., University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Assimilation of different
filter

feeder,

food materials by a

Simuliurn verecundum,

was studied.

and assimilation of dissolved

organic matter

determined with radiolabelled

glucose.

radiolabel
filter

feeder

control.
for

uptake
that

led to the

larvae

fed

Ingestion

(DOM)

was

Extremely low

inclusion of Aedes aegypti.

is known to drink,

Radiolabel

lotic

as an experimental

uptake by S_._ verecundum did not change

in absense

mouthparts versus normal

of current
larvae.

or with plugged

Radiolabel

uptake

by Aedes
1 "*.

«?

larvae with plugged mouthparts was
radiolabel
to

uptake

in normal

ingest and assimilate

larvae.

the DOM.

<

ingest

DOM.

The rationale
vi i

for

""

3% of

Aedes aegypti

was able

Simulium verecundum,

Erosimuliurn mixturn/fuscum and Cnephia dacotensis were
to

a

this difference

is

unable
in the

different filter-feeding mechanism of Culicidae and
Simuliidae.

Culicidae use their

mouth brushes,
particulates;
food.

filtering apparatus,

i.e.

to create a current and to filter
therefore they ingest water with particulate

Simuliidae use their

cephalic fans,

filtering apparatus,

only to filter food;

i.e.

a solid food bolus

is

ingested.
Assimilation of different particulate organic matter
(POM)

was tested with radiolabelled algae,

Scenedesmus,
were

Navicula and

and size-fractionated bacterioplankton.

ingested and assimilated.

All

Navicula and

bacterioplankton had assimilation ratios, a measure of
assimilation rate,
Scenedesmus.

3 times that of the green alga,

Cell wall composition and black fly gut pH may

be the reason for these differences.

vi
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A.

Preface

Filter-feeding aquatic black
play an important role

fly

(Simuliidae)

larvae

in energy flow in stream ecosystems.

They modify the particle size of suspended organic nutrients
and therefore modify the ultimate fate of the particulates.
Moreover,

black

flies are often sufficiently abundant to

measurably change the concentration of sestonic
particulates.
Despite the variety of material
questions concern:

1)

what

insect’s tissue? and 2)

ingested,

the critical

is actually assimilated

into the

Are there certain sestonic foods

which provide high quality nutrition?

Assimilation studies

are required to answer these questions.
%

Assimilation studies are necessary for another reason.
Larval black

fly habitat can affect the

and size of adult

flies

longevity,

(Simmons 1985).

Habitat

characteristics most probably responsible
are temperature and
1982;

quality" needs

further definition.

Ross

in the gut only shows that
filter

for these effects

food quality (Colbo & Porter 1979,

Merritt et al.

selective

fecundity

Merritt,

&

it was

1987).

"food

Finding a food particle
ingested and,

feeders such as black

1

However,

1981;

flies,

for non-

ingestion only

indicates the possibility of nutritive value
particle.

in the

The way to assess food quality is to determine

the particle

is assimilated and how quickly it

if

is

assimilated.

B. Literature Review

1.

Filter Feeding
Filter

black

feeding mechanisms,

stream trophic ecology and

fly feeding will be reviewed to provide a larger sense

of

lotic insect

a.

How do filter-feeders function within a stream ecosystem?
Filter

feeding ecology.

feeders affect lotic ecosystems primarily by

changing the size and composition of particulate organic
matter

(POM).

This affects the availability of POM to

different organisms and the ultimate
1974,

1987;

McCullough et al.

fate of POM

1979).

Size of POM affects fate of particles
ways.
rates.
An

(Cummins

in a number of

Smaller particles have higher microbial decomposition
Microbes are found only on the surface of particles.

increase

in a particle’s surface-to-volume ratio permits

more microbes and therefore affects the rate of particle
decomposition.
particles
(Hynes

Increased surface-to-volume ratio of smaller

is the reason for their

1970;

Kitchell et al.

2

faster decomposition rate

1979).

Size of POM determines
stream.

its transport distance

in a

The ability of a stream to carry particles

is

directly related to current speed and particle size.
faster the current,
(Leopold et al.

the

larger the particle

The

it can carry

1964).

Streams are classified by how near they are to their
origin.

Headwaters are streams close to their source and

"stream reach"

is a measure of the distance from the source.

"Stream order"

increases with distance

with water discharge rate

from the source and

(Leopold et al.

1964).

Progression from headwaters to high order streams
progression from fast to slow current.

is a

Therefore,

headwaters tend to carry larger particles while downstream
reaches carry smaller and smaller particles.
manner,
The

stream reach and particle size are directly related.

importance of this relationship will be discussed

further with the

b.

"river continuum concept".

How do filterers change particle size?
(1)

Filtering mechanism

The answer to the above question lies
of

In a general

filter

particle

feeding.
feeders

selection),

While most filterers are non-selective

(in the behavioral sense of food

they subsample the habitat's available food

because of their

filter feeding machinery.

in what they can eat due to their
soup may be

in the mechanism

impossible to

They are limited

feeding mechanism,

ingest with a fork.

3

e.g.,

Filter
their

feeders can be divided

filtering apparatus.

The

into two groups based on

first group uses a

morphological structure to collect particles.
group uses a

fabricated,

particle collection.
lies

in the

The other

architectural structure for

The

importance of this distinction

flexibility and adaptability the filterer has

in

responding to the environment and the limits placed on the
organism by the filtering mechanism.
Architectural
caddisflies

filterers

(Trichoptera

:

include the net-spinning

Hydropsycho idea)

silken nets.

The nets have openings from

(Arctopsyche)

to 1x6 urn

between family,

genus,

& Wallace 1980;

Merritt

(Dolophilodes)

species,
&

400 x 550 urn
whose size varies

and age of organisms

Wallace 1981).

to collect POM from flowing water.
Polycentropodidae,

which spin

(Benke

Nets act as sieves

Lentic net-spinners,

depend upon the shape of the nets and

microcharacteristics of the habitat to trap live

food.

Other Hydropsychoidea use current flow in lotic situations
to have

food delivered to the net.

relationship between net size,
characteristics
characteristics)
1981).

There

There

is a clear

POM size and microhabitat

(especially food supply and current velocity
(Benke

&

Wallace 1980;

Edington & Hildrew

is also a definite relationship between net

size and food eaten

(Wallace et al.

1980).

The

larger the mesh,

caddis;

the smaller the mesh,

particulate organic matter

Benke

&

Wallace

the more carnivorous the
the more

(FPOM)
4

1977;

it depends upon fine

as food.

Architectural

nets allow seasonal variation of
one

instar

(Benke

food selection even within

& Wallace 1980).

adjusted with habitat

(Benke <£ Wallace 1980 ).

which.build rough nets and cases,
filter

feeders,

Pore size can be
Chironomidae,

are also architectural

although they have been less well studied.

Filter-feeding chironomids

(e.g.,

Rheotanytarsus)

are more

similar to net-spinning Trichoptera than to other Diptera in
that they build a filtering device as part of a case,

or,

a separate structure

the

retreat

from the case they live

(Oliver & Roussel 1983;

Architectural

Coffman

&

in,

i.e.

as

Ferrington 1984).

filterers collect particles

from the

filtering edifice and combine these

into a larger particle

(or bolus)

Morphological structures

which is then ingested.

such as the setal hair brush on hydropsychid prolegs are
also used

in bolus production.

at this point.

For example,

Behavioral selection occurs

Dolophilodes throws out large

particles since they cannot ingest them;

Hydropsyche will

throw out nonnutritive particles which the net has retained
(Edington & Hildrew 1981).
Morphological
architectural
their

filterers are not as

filterers.

filtering device;

They cannot live separately from
therefore,

proximity to the food source.
their microdistribution
Additionally,
q£ their
- factors;

flexible as

they must live

in closer

This puts greater limits on

(Merritt & Wallace 1981).

morphological filterers cannot change the size

filtering apparatus in response to environmental
they are more restricted to one POM size class.
5

Morphological
(Ephemeroptera

:

filterers

01igoneuridae)

proleg setal brushes.
insect,

so that water

brushes.

This

mechanisms

include

is the

Isonychia

which collect with their

Prolegs are held out

in front of the

flows over and through the leg
least complex of all

(Merritt & 'Wallace 1981).

It

filtering

is

in the Order

Diptera where more complicated morphological

filtering

devices have arisen.
Dipteran filter

feeders other than black

morphological

filtering devices

(Culicidae).

Culicidae filter

with one major exception.
water;

therefore,

bring in food.

flies that use

include mosquito larvae
in the manner of Simuliidae

Mosquito larvae

live

in lentic

they need to produce their own current to

Mouth brushes produce this current and act

as filtering mechanisms to concentrate particulates.

(2)

Filtering effects on POM

The major

function of filter

particle size of organic matter

feeders

is to change the

in the seston.

There are

three major mechanisms to bring about this change.
fecal pellet production transforms
varying sizes

First,

ingested particles of

into particles of one size class.

These fecal

pellets are then food sources for other consumers in the
aquatic ecosystem

(Benke

&

Wallace 1980).

are not efficient assimilaters so there
available

in their

detritovores

(Benke

Aquatic consumers

is still energy

fecal pellets which can be used by other
&

Wallace

6

1980;

Merritt

&

Wallace 1981).

The second way in which filterers modify particle size
is by the act of assimilation;
transformed
the

sestonic materials are

into animal tissue.

Lastly,

inefficiencies of

feeding process will affect particle size.

collection a certain amount of material
ingested.

Among the net-spinners,

food residue which is not
increases particle size;
particle size
residue

is

concentrated particle stream

Another example of

Mosquito larvae

(see Chapter 2 for

food

ingest a
further

immediately thereafter egest an exit

stream from the mouth
press).

The act of collection

no digestion is taking place so the

is not being reduced.

and

is collected but not

bolus collection leaves

ingested.

found in Culicidae.

explanation),

During food

(Walker

&

Merritt

in press;

Dahl

in

The exit stream composition is not yet known but

the concentration of particulates by the mouth brushes would
affect the size of the food residue.
Wotton

(1984)

notes the

importance of defining the

source of FPOM since FPOM from aggregation
Pomeroy 1988)

(= Wotton’s secondary microfines)

nutritive value than primary microfines,
result

(Biddanda &

from breakdown of large particles.

i.e.

have higher

those which

The

identification of the source of any POM is important to
determine

its energy composition and value to other

consumers,

whether

Once material
is altered.

insect or microbe.
is

ingested,

the ultimate

fate of the POM

The fate of detrital energy is linked primarily

to microbial decomposition.

Ingestion by the
7

insect

guarantees that some detrital energy will be converted to
animal tissue.

Ingestion also guarantees particle size

change and chemical modification of the particle’s surface
by gut enzymes.

Therefore microbial utilization of the

egested material will be different

from microbial

utilization of the original detrital particle.

Ingestion

affects the spiraling time of detritus and affects the
concentration and composition of organic matter
downstream reaches

(Wallace et al.

Spiraling time

in

1982).

is a measure of both nutrient cycling

and nutrient transport.

A nutrient cycle

is defined as

biotic uptake of a nutrient atom from a dissolved,
state,

passage through a food chain,

the water

Webster et al.

enhance nutrient cycling by 1)
2)

and ultimate return to

in a dissolved form available for reutilization

(Webster & Patten 1979;

and/or

available

1979).

Invertebrates

translocation of nutrients,

transformation of nutrients

(Kitchell et al.

1979 ) .
Kitchell et al.

(1979)

noted the difference between

studying an ecosystem from an energy point of view versus a
nutrient cycling approach.
the

impact of the consumer

through the population.

Energy flow studies only examine
in terms of the energy flowing

Consumers are a black box and only

the magnitude of the amount of energy in and the amount of
energy out

is

important.

stu&y looks at the
processing.

In comparison,

a nutrient cycling

indirect effects of consumers on energy

For example,

particle size change due to
8

ingestion alone would be an

indirect effect of feeding

without any assimilation of

food.

in and out

an ecosystem effect,
al.

(1979)

i.e.

is the same but there

particle size change .

divided nutrient cycling

translocation and transformation.
to the mobility and

Kitchell et

into two types:
Translocation occurs due

longevity of the consumer organisms

which cause nutrients to be moved and stored
physical spots

is stil

t-j

of energy passing

In this case the amount

in the ecosystem.

in different

Transformation is the

process whereby surface-to-volume ratios are changed
therefore affecting decomposition and remineralization
rates.
Transformation and translocation are microchanges
which,

when summed,

development and
matter changes
within the

have great effect on ecosystem

function.

An explanation of how organic

in downstream reaches

is best presented

"river continuum concept" as outlined below.

Lotic ecosystems can be envisioned as a large network.
Small headwater streams

lead

into larger and larger

tributaries which finally flow into the ocean.
jflgy seem to be the
gq£2ity,

water.

focal point of a drainage system but,

small streams make up 85-6 of the total

running waters
reality of

Large rivers

(Leopold et al.

lotic systems

1964).

length of

The other basic

is the unidirectional movement of

Once water has left the small headwater stream it

can not return

(at

least,

in

not with the same composition).

9

Unidirectional networks

led to the theory of the

"river

continuum".
A shift

in the source of organic matter

headwaters to large rivers.

Due to shading

reduction by riparian vegetation),
source

in

low order streams

external).
internal)

occurs from
(i.e.

the main organic matter

is allochthonous

This will change to autochthonous
in mid-order streams.

(i.e.
(i.e.

Increased stream width

allows more sunlight to reach the lotic system.
combined with nutrient
necessary basis
streams.

Once

prevents

inputs from tributaries,

for autochthonous production

in large river systems,

again predominant.

sunlight

This,
provides the

in mid-order

allochthonous sources

Self-shading from highly turbid water

large amounts of autochthonous production

(Anderson

& Sedell 1979 ) .
In the shift
change

in POM size.

is leaf litter,
(CPOM)

from headwater to ocean there
Headwaters,

i.e.

these reaches.

whose major nutrient

input

have a higher proportion of coarse POM

than other reaches.

utilize CPOM,

is also a

Therefore,

insect shredders,

consumers which

are more abundant

Mid-order streams have

in

less CPOM and more

FPOM due to the action of the upstream shredders.
streams have the most diverse communities of

Mid-order

insect

consumers since these streams have the highest diversity of
food resources.
therefore,

Large rivers transport primarily FPOM;

collectors,

i.e.

both filterers and sediment-

10

deposit collectors

(Merritt & Cummins 1984)

are

in abundance

(Anderson & Sedell 1979).
This picture of a continuum based solely on stream
»

reach has been shown to be oversimplified.

It may be more

appropriate to base the continuum on channel morphology and
stream hydraulics than on stream reach
1985,

1986).

Nonetheless,

(Statzner

&

the concept of downstream trophic

changes and effects of processing have value

in

understanding the dynamics of the stream ecosystem
al.

Higler

(Bott et

1985).
During processing of nutrients by filter feeders,

is modified,

both physically and chemically.

modifications arise through filtering,
assimilation and egestion.

FPOM

These

ingestion,

Transformation and translocation

of nutrients affects other consumer organisms and the entire
downstream ecosystem.

c.

How do black
(1)

flies fit

into the

filter-feeding picture?

Filtering mechanism

Simuliids use a morphological tool
fans)

as their

(cephalic or

filtering device to collect seston.

labial
Sieving

is generally thought to be the primary filtering mechanism
(Vogel 1981).

With sieving,

only particles larger than the

distance between the filtering apparatus's smallest fibers
are caught.

However,

sieving is probably not the major

mechanism for particle capture

in black

flies.

Recent studies of the hydrodynamics of the fan and the
water speed have shown that the fans actually act like a
11

wall and
1987c;

little or no water passes through

Lacoursiere,

in press).

Rubenstein

(Braimah 1987b,
Koehl

&

(1977)

studied filter feeding from a theoretical view of the
hydrodynamic processes at work.
forces

involved in* filtering,

likely to occur

in black

includes sieving,
(Rubenstein
Direct

&

1977;

there are three which are most

flies:

inertial

Koehl

Of the possible physical

direct

interception,

impaction and
Ross

&

which

ionic attraction

Craig 1980;

Braimah 1987b).

interception occurs when particles come close

enough to a filter

fiber to be captured.

Direct

interception depends only on the particle's diameter and the
fiber's diameter:
the more

the

likely it

larger the diameter of the particle,

is to be caught and the smaller the

diameter of the fiber,
particle
direct

the more

likely it

(Rubenstein & Koehl 1977).

interception;

particle size

is to catch the

A sieve

is a type of

particle capture depends only on the

in relation to the distance between the two

fibers.
The second mechanism likely to occur
inertial

impaction.

When the streamline

in black

flies

is

Particles follow streamlines of flow.
is diverted

(as

it must be to go around

an obstruction such as a filtering apparatus),

the particles

will deviate from the streamline because of their own
inertia.

Increasing the particle diameter

rate of particle

impaction with the

impaction rate also
inertia

increases the

filter fiber.

Particle

increases with water velocity since

increases with velocity
12

(Rubenstein S Koehl 1977).

Ionic attraction is a possible third method of'particle
capture by fiIter - feeding black
the

»

filter

flies.

If the particle and

fiber are of opposite charges then the particle

will be attracted and captured.

Increasing the charge on

either the particle or the

increases the efficiency of

fiber

capture.
Ross
black

&

Craig

(1980)

discovered a mucopolysaccharide on

fly cephalic fans.

fans each time the
1980).

This material

is reapplied to the

fans are cleaned of food

(Ross & Craig

The mucopolysaccharide coat may function as an

ionic

attraction mechanism since saccharides are polar molecules.
It may also increase the number of
available,

filtering fibers

thereby increasing the efficiency of the cephalic

fans .

(2)

Habitat and food resources of black

Black

fly larvae must

live

in flowing water,

have no mechanism for producing their
simuliids prefer
brings more

fast water

flies

flow,

since they ,

own current.

since

Most

increased current

food to them.

Intraspecific competition for space has been shown to
occur

in many black

fly species

(Hart 1986,

1987).

Competition for space presumably occurs to gain access to
food,

since aggressive behavior

is only shown toward

upstream neighbors.

If black

together

food concentration is

(and

if the

fly larvae are too close
low)

then

individuals may attempt to push upstream larvae out of their
13

filtering space.
decrease

As

food concentration increases there

in frequency of aggressive behavior.

quantity has a strong

(Colbo & Wotton 1981);

are generally < 13 um
al.

1982;

size

(Wotton 1977;

Wotton 1984b).

in seston

This

(Wotton 1984b).

flies range

Wotton 1984a).

Schroder

Kurtak

1979;

Merritt et

is the most abundant particle
Nutritive value of these

(1986)

(Wallace et al.

showed that

simuliid species living in the same habitat,
species-specific difference

from 0.1

the majority ingested

small particles depends on their source
1982;

food

influence on larval behavior.

Particle sizes captured by black
um to 300 urn

Thus,

in two

there was a

in the size of the diatoms

ingested,

compared with the total range of diatom sizes

present.

This difference was due to passive

i.e.

is a

food selection,

selection due to filtering apparatus characteristics.
Ingestion rates

concentration

(Lacey

eventually level

off

increase with increasing food
&

Mulla 1979;

Hart & Latta 1986)

(Schroder 1980b;

but

Lacey & Mulla 1979).

This plateau has been reported when food concentration is
approximately 100 mg/1
i.e.

rate of cephalic fan cleaning,

increased
however,

Flick rate,

(Chance 1970)

also

in direct proportion to food concentration;
it did not

(Hart & Latta 1986).
<0.1%

(Hart & Mulla 1976).

(Kurtak 1978;

increase as rapidly as

ingestion rate

Particle capture efficiency is low,
Hart <S Latta 1986),

decreases with particle concentration.
capture efficiency may be

low,
14

and efficiency
Even though particle

a black fly population still

can remove up to 60% of the sestonic algae
effluent

(Maciolek & Tunzi

1968).

Feeding rate changes with age;
feeding rates
times

(Mulla & Lacey 1976)

(Walsh 1985;

in a lake

Schroder 1986,

young larvae have higher
and shorter gut clearance

1988).

Feeding rate

is

temperature dependent and has no rhythmical diel pattern,
i.e.

it

is the same all day and night

(Mulla & Lacey 1976).

Gut clearance times ranging from 5 min to 2 hr have been
reported

(Ladle et al.

1978;

Walsh 1985;

occur

in younger

larvae

is

1972;

Mulla & Lacey 1976;

Schroder 1988).
larvae;

Wotton

Shorter clearance times

the average for

6th-7th instar

~ 45-60 min.

There have been a number of field studies that examined
the effects of food on black fly larvae.
(1982)

showed higher production linked with higher

temperature and higher food concentration.
(1987)

Merritt et al.

Hauer & Benke

related higher growth rates to times of higher

bacterioplankton concentration.

In the laboratory,

a low

food supply extended development time and reduced survival, ,
size and fecundity

(Colbo & Porter 1979).

Low food supply

had a more marked effect at higher temperatures

(Colbo &

Porter 1981) .
Feeding biology of Simuliidae

is of greater

importance

than furthering our understanding of lotic energy flow.
Adult black

flies are human pests and disease vectors.

Larval nutrition can affect the vectorial capacity of adults

15

(Colbo

&

Porter 1979;

survivorship,

size,

since

it affects

fecundity and perhaps mating and flight.

Although black
range,

Simmons 1985)

flies

feed on the most abundant POM size

food may still be a limiting resource.

»
this statement stems

The basis

from their territorial behavior,

for

their

high removal rates of sestonic algae and their
size/longevity/fecundity increases associated with
populations at lake outlets
1985).

High quality food

fly larvae;

it

(Colbo

&

Porter 1979;

is an important resource

Simmons
for black

is a resource that can have limited

distribution.
Black

fly assimilation studies have looked at diatoms

(McCullough et al.

1979;

1981),

(Schroder,

green algae

(Schroder,

1981),

(Edwards

Meyer 1987)

sources.

&

desmids

Ladle

&

Hansford 1981;

1981),

(Schroder,

and detritus

Although results vary,

blue-green algae
1981),

bacteria

(Wotton 1978)

food source.

the variation in these assimilation studies

it

to first review the methodology of assimilation

16

as food

diatoms have been

consistently shown to be a valuable

determination.

Schroder,

To explain

is necessary

2.

Assimilation

a.

Terminology
Assimilation

(A)

into the body tissue

is defined as nutrients
from the material

incorporated

ingested

(I).

also be defined as the difference between material
(I)

and excreted as

Slansky & Scriber

feces

(F)

(Duncan

&

Klekovski

It can

ingested
1975;

1985).

A = I

- F

Assimilation includes not only the material
incorporated
metabolized

into biomass
(M)

(Duncan

(B)

but also the material

&

Klekowski 1975;

I

- F = B + M = A

Slansky & Scriber

1985) .

When metabolic losses are not taken into account,
production is being measured
Grodzinski et al.

1975).

net

(Petrusewicz & Macfadyen 1970;

Assimilation efficiency

(AE)

can

be defined as the amount assimilated divided by the amount
ingested

(Slansky

&

Scriber 1985).

AE =

(I

- F)/I

The time frame used to measure AE should be
sufficiently long to be representative of a steady state
(Crisp 1971),
account

i.e.

gut clearance time must be taken into

for an animal which feeds continuously

Klekowski

1975).
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(Duncan &

,

Consumption rate
time period

(T).

clearance time;
a life stage

(CR)

is the amount

ingested over some

The minimal time period would be the gut
the maximal time period would be a stadia or

(Crisp 1971;

Slansky & Scriber 1985).

CR = I/T
There

is a relationship between assimilation efficiency

and consumption rate.

Assimilation efficiency is dependent

not only on the amount of
the

food,

i.e.

if

indigestible material present in

but also on the rate of feeding.

ingestion increases,

increases,

then the AE will get smaller

since the gut clearance time
less time

If CR

is reduced and there

for assimilation to take place

is then

(Slansky & Scriber

1985 ) .

AE = A/I
Assimilation rate

(AR)

is the consumption rate times

the assimilation efficiency.

AR = CR x AE = I/T x A/I

b.

= A/T

Methodology
There are a number of reviews of assimilation

determination methodologies
Scriber 1985).

(e.g.,

Rigler 1971;

Slansky

The two methods most commonly used in

aquatic insect assimilation studies are gravimetric and
radioisotope methods
Winberg 1971;

(e.g.,

Edmondson & Winberg 1971;

Grodzinski et al.

18

1975).

&

Gravimetric measures use biomass change
assimilation.
experiments

This

is the common technique

(Slansky

Scriber 1985).

&

term experiments biomass change

for

long-term

However,

in short¬

is too difficult to

differentiate because of the small weights
especially when gut contents are

measurements
is an

involved

(Lampert

f

»

1977),

in determining

(Wotton 1978).

ideal technique

(Rigler 1971;

included

Radioisotope

in the

labelling of

food

for short-term assimilation studies

Lampert 1977).

Short-term assimilation experiments are
determining food quality since

it

ideal

for

is possible to test a

limited portion of the entire spectrum of possible foods.
Long-term experiments,
history stage,

which last for a stadia or

life

provide the necessary information for annual

production calculations and food effects on population life
history characteristics

(Edmondson & Winberg 1971).

term experiments have limitations.
snapshot and do not provide

Short¬

They provide only a

information about survival and

reproduction with a particular

food source.

Radioisotope assimilation methods requires that the
radiolabel

incorporated

radiolabel

in the gut,

radiolabel.

is differentiated from the
i.e.

the

ingested but not assimilated

There are three basic methods for

differentiating incorporated versus
These are gut clearing,
subtraction.

ingested radiolabel.

gut dissection and timed

The gut clearing method

(Rigler 1971)

requires

the animal to feed on non-radiolabelled food after the
19

radiolabel-feeding period,

for a length of time at least as

long as the gut clearance time.
method,

the gut and

In the gut dissection

its contents are dissected out at the

end of‘the radiolabel-feeding period.
subtraction method

(Rigler 1971;

In the timed

Lampert 1977),

radioactivity is measured at two different times after the
gut

is filled.

subtracted
period.

The radiolabel

from the first time period

is

from the radiolabel amount from the second time

This difference

the amount of radiolabel
roughly the same

is the radiolabel assimilated since
in the gut contents should be

in both measurements.

The time

frame

in

which this radiolabel was assimilated is the difference

in

time between the first and second time periods.
There are benefits and limitations to each of these
methods.

Timed subtraction permits the animal time to adapt

to experimental conditions before assimilation is measured;
this

is an especially important for aquatic organisms which

must live

in their food supply

(Lampert 1977).

The gut

clearing and gut dissection methods determine assimilation
from the

instant the food material

is placed with the

animal.

The gut clearing method provides an opportunity for

an exchange of labelled and nonlabelled material,
source of error

(Lampert 1977).

Another source of error

the chance of incomplete gut clearing

(Lampert 1977).

dissection underestimates assimilation because
incorporated

into the gut tissue

which is a

Gut

isotope

itself will not be counted

as assimilated, and dissections always bring away more
20

is

tissue than just the gut and gut contents.

The timed

subtraction method depends upon very consistent feeding
rates within the study population.
»

c.

Black

fly assimilation

Long-term growth and assimilation studies of black
flies

include those of Fredeen

Fredeen

(1964)

larval black

(1964)

and Wotton

(1978).

provided bacterial cultures as sole

flies

in the laboratory.

food for

Only slightly more

than 5% of the original population of Simulium vittatum and
S .

venusturn were able to complete development and emerge as

adults.

However,

there was opportunity for contamination

with other foods such as algae.
gravimetric methods,

i.e.

Wotton

biomass gain,

(1978)

used

in the field and

laboratory respiration measurements to determine
assimilation.
food quality,

This study does not provide information on
only on total assimilation efficiency for

naturally-occurring seston at one site.
Short-term assimilation experiments with black fly
larvae

include McCullough et al.

(1981),

Schroder

(1981)

McCullough et al.

(1979)

(1987).

studied mixed species diatom
label technique.

fact that

51Cr

while 14C is quickly taken up.

This technique

is not quickly assimilable
The ratio of each of these

isotopes

in the

pellets,

gives enough information for assimilation to be

calculated.

insect,

Ladle & Hansford

and Edwards & Meyer

assimilation with a dual
made use of the

(1979),

compared with their ratio

Ladle & Hansford
21

(198j_;

in fecal

actually measured net

production rather than assimilation since they did not
measure respiration.

The authors drew no firm conclusion

from their assimilation efficiency calculation.
Schroder

(1981)

radiolabe1led

and Edwards and Meyer

(1987)

used

food and the gut clearing method for

assimilation determination.

Schroder

(1981)

found high

assimilation efficiencies for all the algae he studied
except for the cyanobacterium,
Meyer

(1987)

quality.

Edwards and

found sestonic bacteria to be quickly

assimilated by black
These

Synechococcus.

fly larvae.

last two studies did provide
Edwards and Meyer

(1987)

natural bacterial concentrations;

information on food

conducted experiments at
Schroder's

(1981)

experiments were also done at approximate field algal
concentrations

(0.5-2 mg carbon/1)

(Reynolds 1984).

order to further explain feeding in black flies,

In

a review of

natural sestonic concentrations follows.

3.

Seston Composition
t

Seston includes all particulate matter
1983),

both living,

detritus.

i.e.

plankton,

and nonliving,

Rheinheimer 1985).

i.e.

(Wetzel 1983;

Some generalizations can be made.

Algal

is consistently at least one order of magnitude

less than bacterial abundance
1985)

(Wetzel

Plankton abundance varies tremendously from

system to system and season to season

abundance

in water

(e.g.,

Kondratieff

and often 2-3 orders of magnitude less
22

&

Simmons

(Wetzel 1983;

Reynolds 1984).

The concentration range

is 0.1-100

cells/ml

Kondratieff
Lakes,

(106)
&

(e.g..

Simmons 1985;

for

free bacteria

Bell et al.

1983;

Edwards & Meyer 1986,

1988).

reservoirs and ponds have higher concentrations

»

of plankton than streams
et al.

1986).

(Kondratieff

&

Simmons 1985;

Lentic seston has a higher protein content

(Kondratieff & Simmons 1984).

This change

in seston

composition between lentic and lotic habitats
seston of higher quality will be present at
compared to downstream reaches
1985).

Naiman

indicates that

lake outlets

(Kondratieff & Simmons 1984,

For this reason, a lake outlet provides higher

quality food for
the results

filter feeders,

in Simmons’

(1985)

which may be the basis for

study.

Determining what

portions of the seston compose a high quality food was the
purpose of my study on larval black

23

fly assimilation.

CHAPTER II

DISSOLVED ORGANIC MATTER INGESTION
BY FILTER-FEEDING DIPTERA

A.

Introduction

Dissolved organic matter

(DOM)

in streams is at least

ten times more abundant than particulate organic matter
(Hobbie & Likens 1973;

Wetzel

Webster et al.

While much of the DOM may be of a

1987).

refractory nature,

i.e.

microbial decomposition
present

(Larson 1978;

Manny 1977;

&

Dahm 1981f

large molecule weight and slow
(Lush & Hynes 1973),

labile DOM is

Crocker & Meyer 1987).

Although low

molecular weight DOM may be a small percentage of the total
at any one point in time,

it

living microbes as exudate

is continually produced by

(Nalewajko 1977;

by scenescencing autotrophs

(Zehr et al.

Miller 1987)

1988).

and

As much as

1-3% of the total carbon fixed by duckweed is released as
dissolved organic carbon

(DOC)

et al.

living algae release more than 5%

(1972)

found that

(Baker & Farr 1987).

of their photosynthetically-fixed carbon as DOC.
exudate

is another source of DOM

considered only as an energy source

or

DOM has been

for heterotrophic

in adsorption and/or release by sediments,

in nutrient transformation

Wotton 1984;

Bacterial

(Fenchel & Jorgensen 1977).

In trophic studies of lotic habitats,

microorganisms,

Wetzel

Rutherford

&

(Allen 1969,

Hynes 1987;
24

1971;

Zehr et al.

Dahm 1981;
1988).

It

has been known for many years that Aedes aegypti
survive on a diet of dissolved salts
Dadd

Kleinjan 1976)

&

larvae can

(Lea & DeLong 1956;

which documents that an invertebrate

organism can utilize dissolved nutrients.

However,

material

in the mosquito midgut does not move without particulates
present
or,

(Dadd 1975).

that

This may indicate

ingested particles are the

material through the gut.

low drinking rates,

force which pushes

Drinking also functions

osmoregulation for many freshwater and marine
(Leader 1972;

Stobbart

&

Shaw 1974;

in

insects

Bradley & Phillips

1977) .
The question of whether

lotic,

filter-feeding insects

such as black flies can utilize DOM has not been addressed.
The amount of DOM ingested and assimilated has never been
studied

in black flies.

If DOM is utilized,

then an

additional pathway of secondary microfine particulate
production in stream ecosystems could be added to Wotton's
(1984)

model.

production.

This model has two mechanisms of particle
The first

is particles created by insect action
V

on POM.
e.g.,

The second

is by the physical aggregation of DOM,

flocculation or bubble effects.

Insect action on DOM

could be the third way that particles are produced.

The

extent of particulate production from DOM by insects would
be entirely dependent on the rate of
the drinking rate.

25

ingestion of DOM,

i.e.

In this study of assimilation in larval simuliids,
ability of black

the

fly larvae to ingest and assimilate DOM was

determined.

B.

1.

Materials and Methods

Experimental Design
Respiration was measured using sodium hydroxide«*

saturated

filter paper placed under the rubber stopper on

the feeding flask.

Sodium hydroxide binds with carbon

dioxide;

any gaseous carbon dioxide produced

therefore,

trapped on the filter paper
Lampert 1977).

(Petrusevicz

Phenylethylamine,

efficient carbon dioxide trap
to its volatile nature.

&

is

Macfayden 1970;

which may be a more

(Bray 1970),

was not used due

Respiration determined by gaseous

CC>2 trapping underestimates metabolized carbon since any
14C02

in solution in the feeding flask

is not counted.

By using flasks with and without larvae,

the background

14CO2 produced by any microorganisms in the system was
determined.

Since there was more than one fly per flask,

the respiration rate per

fly was calculated by measuring the

v

radiolabel per

flask with flies minus the radiolabel per

flask without flies,
flask.

divided by the number of flies per

This assumes equal respiration and assimilation

rates between individual
Feeding took place

flies.
in a magnetic stirrer system based

on the method of Colbo and Thompson
flasks

(125 ml)

were

(1978).

Erlenmeyer

filled with 50 ml of filtered.
26

distilled water and a 1" stir bar was placed within each
flask.

A 15 place Electro-Multipoint magnetic stir plate

(from Variomag,

available from Cole & Parmer,

was used at a rpm setting of 450-600.

Chicago,

IL)

An electronic stir

plate prevented temperature build up over time and the
multi-position stir plate allowed up to 15 flasks to be
stirred at once.

Ambient temperature was 18

the temperature of the

feeding solution.

+ 1 °C as was

Feeding time

varied from 15 min to 3 hr.

2.

Test Animals
Simulium verecundum were raised from eggs collected in

compact masses on trailing grasses
Leverett,

MA,

in June-August 1987

Imhof & Smith,

1979;

Golini

&

in Dudleyville Brook,
(Davies & Peterson,

Davies,

1987).

dacotensis were raised from eggs collected
of Wicket Pond,
1988.

Wendall State Forest,

1956;

Cnephia

from the outlet

Wendall,

MA,

in April

Pros imi 1 ium mixtum/f uscum were collected as 6th-7'th

instar larvae

from the outlet of Lake Wyola,

on April 5,

1988 and held for 1-2 days in a rearing tank before use.
Identification was checked when the eggs hatched;
were reared

larvae

in the laboratory (Simmons & Edman 1982; Edman &

Simmons 1985).

The Dudleyville Brook collection area was

~0.5 km from a pond outlet so there was the strong
possibility of S^_ decorum eggs being present as well,
fp^g^gfore,

each egg mass was checked to assure tha^ there

were no eggs

laid

in strings or circles which would indicate
27

a black

fly species other than S_^ verecundum

(e.g.,

S.

vittatum or S_-_ decorum).
AH

cotensis were

from a single egg mass on a

piece of sedge trapped at the water surface
between two rocks.
parallel lines

in a riffle

Eggs were laid in tightly packed

in a single

layer.

An adult female was

trapped at the downstream edge of this egg mass and was
identified as

C^_

dacotensis.

oviposited all the eggs.
those examined were

This female probably

When the larvae were reared all

identified as C_.__ dacotensis.

Aedes aegypti aegypti

(Rockefellar strain)

used as controls for Simuliidae results.
from a laboratory colony,
in 1.5 1 of water,

at 28

larvae were

Aedes aegypti were

raised in pans with 200 larvae/pan
°C,

and fed a diet of 1:1 Brewer's

yeast and lactalbumin at a total rate of 3.25 mg/larvae over
7 days.

Mosquito larvae*were 7 days old

(4th

instar)

when

tested.
Simulium verecundum and

mixtum/fuscum were reared in

the recirculating stream described
(1982).

Cnephia dacotensis were reared

lobster tank
Werke,

in Simmons and Edman

W.

(Simmons 1985).

Germany)

in a modified

Tetra-Min Staple Food

(Tetra

was ground through a 150 urn mesh screen.

Approximately 2 grams were blended into a suspension with
water from the rearing tank,
(Edman

&

Simmons 1985).

flies reached the

two or three times per day

The larger amount was

fifth instar.

was kept at ~ 18 °C;

fed as the

Water and air temperature

lights were normally on a 16L:8D cycle.
28

Ten larvae were placed

in feeding flasks

30 min before

food was added to allow time for adjustment to experimental
conditions.

Then 20 ul

labelled,

ICN Biomedical

activity:

6.2 or

concentration of
glucose/ml).

(uniformly

Costa Mesa,

CA;

was added to a

specific
final

3 x 10^ dpm/ml

(=0.014 uCi/ml;

2 umol

At the end of the

feeding period,

flies were

rinsed with ~ 5 ml of neutral buffered

blotted dry and weighed on a Cahn 27

electrobalance
placed

Inc.,

8.0 mCi/mmol)

removed with a pipet,
10% formalin,

of 14C-D-glucose

(Cahn/Ventron).

in a scintillation vial

Each individual

fly was

for solubilization

digestion of tissues and clearing of cuticle)

(i.e.

and counting.

Larvae that had died or pupated were discarded.

3. Radiolabel Determination
It was necessary to have quantitative values of isotope
amount,

i.e.

disintegrations per min

amounts were to be compared

(dpm),

since the

in different experiments,

with

different food sources and different specific activities of
isotope.

Therefore,

external standard channels ratio

(ESCR)

was used to create a quench curve for each sample type,
either solubilized sample or aqueous sample
1965;

Freifelder 1976).

Fig.

i.e.

(Wang & Willis

1-3 are the quench curves for

the solubilized samples and aqueous samples at different
isotope concentrations.
It was necessary to solubilize larvae for effective
isotope counting.

This was done with 0.4 ml NCS Solubilizer
29

(Amersham Corp.,

Arlington Heights,

Vials were heated at 50
10 ml

°C for

IL,

3 hr,

USA)

in each vial.

allowed to cool,

of scintillation counting fluid was added.

solubilization,

and

To aid

the cuticle and gut of each fly was broken

apart with a stainless steel spatula before solubilizer was
added.
Scintillation counting fluid used with NCS solubilizer
was composed of 1 1 toluene as solvent and with 6 g PPO
(=2,5-Diphenyloxazole)

and 75 mg dimethyl-POPOP

[4-Methyl-5-phenyl-2-oxazolyIbenzene)
secondary fluors,

respectively.

(=l,4-bis-

as the primary and

A quench curve was

calculated for this mixture of sample and counting fluid
(Fig.

3).
Another wet solubilization method examined was the

Mahin and Lofberg

(1966,

1970)

method;

however,

the NCS

solubilizer cleared the cuticle better and involved fewer
steps.

Since all counting results were standardized with a

quench curve,

the benefits of acid solubilization,

limited color quenching,
(Mahin & Lofberg 1966,

e.g.,

were not necessary for this study

1970).
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Figure

1.

with Low

Quench Curve
l^C-Glucose

for Aqueous Sample

Concentration

dpm/vial).
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2.

Quench Curve for Aqueous Sample

with High l^C-Glucose Concentration
dpm/vial)
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3.

Quench Curve

for NCS Solubilizer

with Digested Larvae and High l^C-Glucose
Concentration

(>

25000 dpm/vial).
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A Packard Model

3255,

Automatic Tri-Carb Liquid

Scintillation Counter was used for counting all samples.
Chemiluminescence can be a problem with quaternary ammonium
hydroxide compounds such as NCS
Pollay S Stevens 1970)
protein present

(Mahin S Lofberg 1966;

when there

in the sample.

is a

large amount of

Therefore,

in initial

experiments,

vials were recounted 24-48 hr after

counts;

i.e.

cpm,

over time,

counts per min,

initial

values did not decrease

therefore no chemiluminescence had occurred

(Freifelder 1976).
All aqueous samples

(the feeding solution subsamples

and sodium hydroxide-saturated respiration paper)

were

counted with 10 ml of scintillation counting fluid composed
of 1 1 toluene

(as solvent),

monomethyl ether
fluor)

600 ml ethylene glycol

(as aqueous solvent),

and 75 mg POPOP

6 g PPO

(as secondary fluor).

(as primary
Separate

quench curves were calculated for this counting fluid and
sample combination

(Fig.

1-2).

The aqueous solvent was

necessary to allow the aqueous sample to go into solution
with toluene,
efficiency.

though it greatly reduced the counting
This solvent was not necessary with the NCS

solubilizer samples since the solubilizer
certain volume of water

itself held a

in solution and was soluble

in

toluene.
Respiration was determined by using a piece of
chromatographic paper

(~ 5 cm long x 2.5 cm wide)

with 1 N sodium hydroxide

(Lampert 1977;
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saturated

Bray 1970)

held

under the rubber stopper which sealed each feeding flask.
This method only approximates the
in solution

14C02

14CC>2 respired since,the

in the feeding flask

is not counted.

Isotope recovery and food concentration were determined
from two 0.2 ml subsamples of feeding solution taken at the
end of each experiment.

Radiolabel recovery was always >_

90%.
Certain experiments were replicated without stirring
(as were all A^_ aegypti experiments),

with the mouthparts of

larvae glued shut with rubber cement,

or,

particulates

(1.1 or

6 urn diam.

with

latex beads.

inert

Sigma Corp.).

The latter experiment was to see

if feeding rate was

affected by lack of particulates

(D.

Molloy,

pers.

Latex beads adsorbed no label within the time

comm.).

frame of the

experiment.

C.

Larval black

Results

flies at all ages tested,

less than 200 in all experiments

had counts of

(Tables 1 and 2).

and weight had no effect on the amount of label
Fig.

4).

insect,
was

(Table 2;

Since dpm values were so low the experimental

methodology was verified with a filter feeder,
aegypti.

Instar

that

is known to drink.

As expected for this

a significant amount of dissolved,

ingested

(Table 3;

Fig.

5).

aegypti results are compared
38

Aedes

labelled glucose

S imul ium verecundum and A.

in Fig.

6 and

7.

Table 1. Radiolabel Counts Associated with Black Flies,
6th-7th Instar Larvae, Fed 14C-Labelled, Dissolved
Glucose.

species

time

(hr)

dpm + S.D.***

44.2
0.5
37.9
1.0
74.9
3.0
* *p . mixtum/fuscum 3.0 200.8
3.0 111.2
C. dacotensis
*s.

verecundum

+
+
+
±
+

29.60
45.50
36.38
94.70
32.70

In]

ug carbon + S.D.

ab [10]
a
[35]
bd [17]
[10]
c
[103
d

0.23
0.19
0.39
1.05
0.58

+
±
+
+
±

0.154
0.238
0.190
0.495
0.171

*also includes 4th & 5th instars.
**glucose concentration twice as high as others.
***radiolabel values followed by different letter are
significantly different [t-test, p < 0.05].

Table 2. Effect of Larval Instar on Radiolabel Counts
Associated with S^ verecundum Fed l^C-Labelled
Dissolved Glucose.

instar t ime
4
5
6
7

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

4
5
7

3.0
3.0
3.0

(hr) dpm + S.D.*

[n]
a
a
a
a

[9]
[7]
[4]
[15]

51.4 + 10.36 b
69.2 + 33.68 b
102.7 + 40.40 b

[4]
[8]
[5]

19.7
17.6
21.1
62.8

+
+
+
+

5.67
8.47
2.56
61.95

ug carbon ± S.D
0.103
0.092
0.110
0.329

± 0.030

+ 0.044
+ 0.013
+ 0.324

0.269 ± 0.054
0.362 + 0.176
0.537 ± 0.211

*radiolabel values followed by different letters are
significantly different [t-test, p < 0.05].
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Table 3. Radiolabel Counts Associated with A. aegypti,
4th Instar, 7 Day Old Larvae, Fed 14C-Labelled,
Dissolved Glucose.

time

(hr)

dpm + S.D. *

0.5
1.0
3.0

[n]

682.1 ±
265.8
1954.0 ± 1027.0
6997.0 + 2010.2

a
b
c

ug carbon ± S.D.

[10]
[10]
[10]

3.57 + 0.139
10.22 + 0.537
36.60 + 1.051

*radiolabel values followed by different letters are
significantly different [t-test, p < 0.05].

It was assumed that the small amount of label that was
counted with the black fly larvae had been absorbed onto the
cuticle.

If true,

in some manner,

or

then,

if the mouth of larvae were blocked

if their feeding were prevented,

results should be the same.

Table 4

results from these experiments.

the

is a summary of the

Larvae with their mouths

glued shut had no significant decrease in label amounts;
did larvae
the

in feeding flasks without current.

latter trial was that black

filter

feed so the

nor

The basis for

flies require a current to

lack of current should prevent feeding.

There was no significant difference between black fly larvae
with glued mouthparts,

larvae

in flasks without current,

larvae with current and functioning mouthparts
However,

(Table

or

4).

A^_ aegypti showed a significant difference between

normal larvae and those with glued mouths

40

(Table 4).

Table 4. Radiolabel Counts Associated with Larvae Fed
l^C-Labelled, Dissolved Glucose under Experimental
Conditions to Block or Stop Feeding, 3 hr Feeding Period.
species

condition
glued mouthparts

S_i. verecundum
A_._. ae.ayj3.ti

no current

verecundum
A. . aeg.yp.ti

current & normal
mouthparts

[n]

dpm + S.D.*

S_._ verecundum

±
±

39.04 a
111.70 b

[10]
[10]

74.7 +
72.50 a
6997.0 ± 201.0
c

[10]
[18]

39.3
157.3

74.9

+_

[17]

36.38 a

*radiolabel values followed by different letters are
significantly different [t-test, p <_ 0.05].

Solid particulates may be the force which pushes
material through the gut

(D.

Molloy pers.

comm.).

Therefore

it was necessary to test whether the lack of particulates
was causing the

lack of DOM ingestion.

Two experiments were

conducted with latex beads added to each flask.
did not adsorb any radiolabel.
filtering a subsample of

Latex beads

This was determined by

feeding solution through a 0.2 urn

membrane filter and separately counting the filter and
filtrate.

Presence of particulates did not increase the

radiolabel

in either S_-_ verecundum

5) .
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or C*_ dacotensis

(Table

Table 5. Radiolabel Counts Associated with Larvae Fed
C-Labelled, Dissolved Glucose with Inert Particulates
Present to Induce Feeding, 3 hr Feeding Period.
—— —» — — — «— — —-— —

— — — —

latex bead diam.
1.1 urn

species

dpm ± S.D.*

S . verecundum

6.0 um

c.
c.

101.4

[n]

i

dacotensis

61.82 a
91.2 ± 16.64 a

[11]
[8]

dacotensis

64.4 + 25.92 a

[91

T

*radiolabe1 values followed by same letter are not
significantly different [t-test, p > 0.05].

D.

Discussion

Why does Aedes aegypti drink and not simuliids?
are two closely related dipterans

(Wood 1978);

both are primarily filter feeders.
major ecological difference:

black

water and mosquitoes do not.
own current

filtering mechanism

flies

live

there

(Pucat 1965).

in flowing

are also the

The dual function of the

flow is the basis for the

drinking difference between these two nematocerans.

42

is a

The anatomical structures

the mouth brushes,

mouth brushes to provide water

larvae of

Culicids must produce their

for fiIter-feeding.

which they use to do this,

However,

These

Figure

4.

DOM-Associated Radiolabel Counts

versus Wet Weight of S_i_ verecundum after
1 and

3 hr Feeding Periods.
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Figure

5.

DOM-Associated Radiolabel Counts

versus Time

for A^ aegypti.
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Figure

6.

Comparison of DOM-Associated

Radiolabel Counts versus Time

for

S.

+ 1 S.E.

verecundum and A^ aegypti,
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Figure

7.

Comparison of DOM-Associated

Radiolabel Counts,
Time

Logarithmic Scale,

for S_*_ verecundum and

+ 1 S.E.
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aegypti,

versus

Wd(I §oq
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1E4

Feeding Time (min)

Dahl and Widahl's

(1988)

work on feeding mechanisms

in

the mosquito shoved that during the complicated process of
feeding the mouth brushes act to concentrate particles.
particles are concentrated
ingested.

in a current flow which is then

The epipharyngeal region in the mouth acts to

further concentrate the particulate matter.
an exit stream

(i.e.

leaving the mouth

(Walker & Merritt in press).
ingested there

that all of the water

ingested with the

is then
in press)

However,

is ample

opportunity for water to stay in the gut.

It

is unlikely

food stream is

in the exit stream.

In comparison,
food.

There

food string of Dahl & Widahl

since a stream of food is

discarded

The

black

flies

They capture particles,

chemical means,
mosquitoes do

Craig & Chance 1982;

Craig 1977;

Braimah 1987c;

the particles,

comb the fans clean of food,
to the cibarium

either with physical or

rather than ingesting a current flow as the

(Chance 1970;

Fans catch all

ingest a solid bolus of

Dahl

Ross & Craig 1980;
& Widahl 1988).

the mandibles and labrum then
and particles are transferred

(Chance 1970).* Therefore,

solid food enters

the mouth rather than a stream of particles
Ross & Craig 1980).

(Craig 1977;

The mechanical differences

feeding mechanism can account for the difference
shown between these two filter

in the
in drinking

feeders.

Another possible explanation for the drinking
ffsrence concerns the larval habitat.

Drinking in aquatic

insects often has an osmoregulatory function
51

(e.g..

Leader

1972;
Dadd

Stobbart & Shaw 1974;
in press).

In freshwater,

salt since salts are

Aly &

Bradley & Phillips 1977;

drinking is a method to gain

lost via diffusion to the environment.

In marine or brackish water,

drinking is a mechanism to gain

water

A., aegypti can readily develop

lost through osmosis.

in the

laboratory in brackish water

(Edwards 1982);

their

drinking behavior may be related to their ability to regain
water

lost through cuticular osmosis

environment.

Aly and Dadd

(in press)

in a saline

. '

note that A_._ aegypti

has a higher drinking rate than mosquito species which
cannot develop in brackish water.
saline habitats,
and water

loss

Black flies are never

in

therefore they are hypertonic to the medium

is not a problem.

Organisms hypertonic to the environment must have salt
recovery mechanisms.

Simuliidae anal papillae function to

take up salt from the environment,
of mosquitoes
Therefore,

as do the anal papillae

(Bradley & Phillips 1977;

Wharton 1985).

drinking would be a redundant salt

intake

mechanism.
Early mosquito physiologists,

e.g.,

believed that drinking did not occur

Wigglesworth

(1933)

in culicid larvae

because there were no particle-free gaps in the gut
contents.

Even when larvae are held without particulates,

no particle-free areas are seen in the gut

(Dadd 1975).

Later studies with colloidal stains clearly demonstrated
that mosquitoes drink water
Dadd

in press).

(Bradley & Phillips 1977;

Results reported here,
52

Aly &

agree completely

with this conclusion.

Lack of gut particle movement

indicative of a lack of drinking;

is not

liquids pass through the

gut even if particulate material does not

(Aly & Dadd

in

press ) .
Black flies are non-drinking;

therefore,

necessary to use DOM in energy budgets
contrast,

it

is not

for simuliids.

mosquitoes drink and DOM concentrations

environments are often quite high.

In

in lentic

The major sources of

lentic DOM are living phytoplankton and aquatic macrophytes
which exude large amounts of labile dissolved nutrients
(Nalewajko 1977;
mosquitoes

Jensen & Sondergaard 1982).

is related to nutrition since DOM can act as a

phagostimulant to increase the drinking rate
press).

Drinking in

(Aly & Dadd

in

Culicidae larvae react to the presence of feeding

stimulants by increasing feeding,

while absence of

phagostimulants cause larvae to search for a
(Aly 1985).

Therefore,

food source

lentic DOM could be both an

important nutritiona1 source and a behaviora1 component of
larval mosquito feeding biology.
chain in aquatic ecosystems

This portion of the

is often overlooked

food

in energy

budget studies and obviously requires careful consideration
and further

investigation.
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CHAPTER III

PARTICULATE ORGANIC MATTER
ASSIMILATION BY SIMULIUM VERECUNDUM

A.

Introduction
i

Seston contains particulate organic matter
size range of 0.2 um to > 1.0 mm,
woody debris

(Hollibaugh et al.

Behaviorally,

black

Cummins 1973).

However,

1980;

leaves and

Merritt et al.

the cephalic fans,

flies

1984).
(after

does partition the

There have been many gut content
(e.g.,

Wotton 1977;

Bacteria have only recently been enumerated
with the DAPI stain technique
the size ranges of POM,

in the

the physical structure of their

ingestion.

analyses of black

which includes

fly larvae feed non-selectively

filtering apparatus,
seston before

(POM)

(Walker et al.

Schroder,

1986).

in gut contents
1988).

Among

it is the smaller which has been

shown to be of particular value to filter-feeding black
flies

(Merritt et al.

demonstrated the

1982).

Carlsson et al.

importance of the < 2 um seston size class.

Gut analysis provides

information on possible

material but does not assess food quality.
(1987)

(1977)

food

Ross and Merritt

defined food quality as the nutritive content of food

per unit food
incorporated

intake.

This is equivalent to food

into body tissue per unit food

quality has been implicated

ingested.

in many aspects of black
54

Food
fly

population dynamics.

Black

flies are known to have outfall

populations which are larger,
than downstream populations
(Simmons 1985;

fecund and longer

Carlsson et al.

fast-growing black

the higher density of small
Simmons

(1985)

lived

in the same stream system

Ross & Merritt 1987).

correlated large,

lake outlet.

more

(1977)

fly populations with

(< 2 um)

particulates at the

found S.

emerging from a lake outlet site to be

venustum adults
larger, more

fecund

and longer-lived than flies from a population just 1 km
downstream.

Differences between lentic and lotic seston are

reviewed in Chapter 1.

The nutritive value to black

fly

larvae of different particulates has been tested in
different ways and under different experimental conditions
(Wotton 1980;

Schroder 1981;

Edwards & Meyer 1987;

see

Chapter 1).
The goals of my POM assimilation experiments were.
to determine

if different algal species and size-

fractionated bacterioplankton are
and 2)

1)

to determine

ingested and assimilated,

if differences exist

rates of these foods under similar

in the assimilation

feeding regimes.

B. Materials and Methods

1.

Experimental Design
Assimilation was determined by radiolabelling foods and

by gut dissection
method

(see Chapter 1).

(Lampert 1977)

The timed subtraction

could not be used because Ox. the
55

laxge

variation in feeding rates between individual
Fig.

8-10).

The head capsule,

contents were all dissected.
incorporated

gut epithelium,
Therefore,

larvae

(see

and gut

any radiolabel

into these tissues was not measured and

assimilation was always underestimated.
The wide variation in

individual

by variation in gut contents,
assimilation calculations.

feeding,

as measured

required modification to

The assimilation ratio for each

individual was measured rather than the assimilation rate.
Assimilation ratio equals:

radiolabel

incorporated + radiolabel respired
radiolabel in gut contents
for a set time period.

this way,

the

individual feeding variation is omitted.

Assimilation efficiency has been defined

radiolabel

(Chapter 1)

as:

incorporated + radiolabel respired
radiolabel ingested
for a set time period.

amount

In

The

ingested was not determined directly but was

estimated based on a 30 min gut clearance time.
ingestion during a 5 hr experiment equals:

radiolabel in gut contents
5 hr x 0.5 hr.
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Therefore,

Figure

8.

Feeding Rate Variation.

Frequency

Distribution of Bacterial Cells per Gut
Content.

57

Aouanbajj
58

Figure

9.

Feeding Rate Variation.

Frequency

Distribution of Navicula Cells per Gut
Content.
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Navicula Cells per Gut Content
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o

Figure 10.

Feeding Rate Variation.

Distribution of

Frequency

Scenedesmus. Cells per Gut

Content.
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Respiration was measured as

in Chapter

these experiments each flask had a total
than 10.
1. e.

of

2}

however,

in

20

flies rather

Larval size was determined by head capsule width,

postgenal width of Ross and Merritt

rather than by wet weight.

(1978),

and

instar

Wet weight showed no relation to
•i

label uptake

in the dissolved nutrient experiments.

Physical conditions and feeding flask volume were as in
Chapter 2.

2.

Test Animals
Simulium verecundum 5th-7th instar larvae were used

all particulate

food experiments.

in

It was not possible to

test larvae smaller than 5th instar because gut dissections
were too difficult on such small animals.
conditions were as

in Chapter 2.

Dudleyvilie Brook,

Leverett,

Rearing

Eggs were collected from

MA in late spring-summer 1988.

3. LSC Procedure
The majority of liquid scintillation counting

(LSC)

procedures were the same as in the dissolved nutrient
experiments.
11-15)

However,

new quench curves were produced

(Fig.

with the different radiolabelled chemicals and a

different

isotope

(^H).

Addition of membrane

filters did

not affect the ESCR readings of the aqueous samples.

Thus,

the aqueous quench curve was used for membrane sample quench
correction.
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4.

Foods Tested

a.

Bacteria
To determine

bacterioplankton,

if black
i.e.

fly larvae could assimilate

free-living,

method of Hollibaugh et al.

(1980)

unattached bacteria,

the

was used with some

modifications.
Water samples
Dudleyvilie Brook,
flasks.

(two,

Leverett,

MA,

June 15,

were taken from
1988,

in sterile

One sample was fixed with 10% neutral buffered

formalin,

(final concentration,

stained with DAPI,
Nucleopore

filter

procedure).

1%)

and stored at 4 °C until

and filtered onto a black 0.2 um
for microorganism enumeration with

epifluorescent microscopy

black

250 ml samples)

(see DAPI section for

full

The second water sample was used to feed the

fly larvae.

This water sample was filtered through a

3.0 um Nucleopore polycarbonate membrane
Sterifil filtration apparatus
with 1 12 cm Hg pressure.

(43 mm diam.)

(Millipore Corp.,

Medford,

Radiolabel was then added.
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in a
MA)

Figure 11.

Quench Curve

for Aqueous Sample

with Algae and Low Na2^C03 Concentration
(<

2200 dpm/vial).
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H3S3

66
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0.30

0.40
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Figure 12.

Quench Curve for Aqueous Sample

with Algae and High Na2J_^C03 Concentration
(>

22000 dpm/vial).
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Figure

13.

Quench Curve

for Aqueous Sample

with Bacteria and methyl-[3H]-thymidine
Concentration >

4000 dpm/vial.
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aosa

70

0.45- ESCR=0.0994+l,692(Eff)
r2=0.B401

Figure

14.

Quench Curve

for NCS Solubilizer

with Diges ted Larvae and Na2^C0 3
Concentrat ion

<

2000 dpm/vial.
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72

0.590

Efficiency (Eff)

0.570

0.610

0.630

Figure

15.

Quench Curve

for NCS Solubilizer

with Digested Larvae and methyl-[3H]thymidine Concentration >

73

6000 dpm/vial

Efficiency
o

o

o

H0S3
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d

An attempt was made to label bacteria with 2-methyl[14C]-thymidine
ICN Corp.).

(25 uCi;

specific activity:

52.2 mCi/mmol;

The ^4C radiolabel permits respiration

determination.

However,

the specific activity of the 14C-

thymidine was too low to label more than 5% of the bacteria
in the water sample.
used as the tracer
thymidine;

Therefore,

methyl-[3H]-thymidine was

(specific activity:

Amersham Corp.).

86 Ci/mmol methyl-

Methyl-[3H]-thymidine

is the

radiolabel used for most bacterial community productivity
studies

(e.g.,

Fuhrman & Azam 1980;

Edwards & Meyer 1988).

However,

Bell et al.

1983;

use of tritium does not

allow respiration determination.
At first,

the

^H-labelled sample was concentrated to

approximately 5 ml on a
filtration apparatus,
filtered,
1980).

distilled,

Even at

0.2 urn Nucleopore

filter in Sterifil

and washed three times with 5 ml of
deionized water

(Hollibaugh et al.

low filtration pressures

(<. 12 cm Hg),

was difficult to recover bacteria from the
Thus,

the Hollibaugh et al.

(1980)

it

0.2 urn filter.

procedure was modified.

Instead of concentrating the labelled bacteria on a 0.2 urn
filter,
feed the

the

filtrate from the 3.0 urn filtration was used to

larvae.

labelling methods.

Fig.

16

is a flowchart

Radiolabel uptake rates by the bacteria

were not high at ambient temperature
water

sample with bacteria was

°C waterbath

(Fig.

illustrating

16).

The

(17 °C),

therefore the

incubated overnight in a 25

incubated water sample

dissolved radiolabel and radiolabelled bacteria)
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was
j

(with

subdivided

into feeding flasks

added to the

16).

Larvae were then

flasks.

Since black
(see Chapter

(Fig.

2),

flies do not

ingest dissolved nutrients

the presence of dissolved,

free methyl-

[JH]-thymidine should not have confounded the feeding
results.

Corrections for non-ingested radiolabel associated

with the cuticle were made.
bacteria and with 1)

A feeding flask with labelled

flies without current and,

2)

flies

with glued mouthparts were used for the background
correct ion.
The concentration of labelled bacteria fed to larvae
was exactly the concentration of bacteria <. 3.0 urn found
Dudleyville Brook on August 21,

1988.

bacteria was determined by the DAPI

b.

in

The number of

staining procedure.

Algae
Clonal cultures of Navicula pel1iculosa

diatom:

Chrysophyta

auadricauda

:

Baci1lariophyceae) and Scenedesmus

(a green alga:

Chlorophyta

purchased from Ward Biological Supply
Algal cultures used

(a pennate

:

Chlorophyceae)

(Rochester,

in feeding experiments were

isolated by capillary pipette
a sterile depression slide

NY).

first

from a small group of cells on

(Hoshaw & Rosovski

1973).

Isolated cells were grown at low light intensity
(fluorescent lights at 1830 lux)
feeding experiments

(Starr

1973).
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were

until

~ 2 weeks before

Figure

16.

Flowchart

for Radiolabelling

Bacterioplankton.
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0.2 um filter

0.2 um filter

Not used

/ \ Not used

s Radiolabel
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Approximately one week after cell

isolation,

the

culture was- washed and centrifuged to eliminate bacterial
contamination
were still
of cells)

(Hoshaw

found

&

Rosowski

1973).

in very low numbers

However,

bacteria

(< 2% of total number

based on my direct counts of DAPI-stained algae.

The algal wash procedure

(Hoshaw & Rosowski 1973)

was

designed to take a rapidly growing culture and concentrate
it on a 3.0 urn Nucleopore membrane.
centrifuged for
media

5-10 min at

~ 1400 rpm in fresh culture

(Woods Hole MBL Media,

supernatant was discarded.
pellet was resuspended.
repeated at least

lights at 3330 lux)

see Nichols 1973).

The

New media was added and the

Centrifugation and wash steps were

5 times.

increased light levels

The culture was then

Cultures were then held under

(both fluorescent and

for ~ 1 week before

incandescent

labelling

(Starr

1973).
Labelling procedure
(1977).
culture

Recently
(200 ml)

(< 2 weeks)
was placed

MBL media was added
Na214C03.

followed the method of Lampert
washed,

rapidly growing

in a sterile 1

1

sterile

(200 ml), along with ~ 40 uCi of

Specific activity of Na214C03 was

England Nuclear,

flask,

Boston,

MA).

The

exposed to 3330 lux of light for

8 mCi/mmol

(New

flask was stoppered and

20 hr.

Labelled algae were concentrated to 10-15 ml by
centrifugation at

~ 1400 rpm before the

feeding experiment.

Subsamples were used to determine specific activity
dpm per cell)

for each culture.
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Subsamples

(two,

(i.e.

0.2 ml

or,

in some cases 0.1 ml samples)

were

0.2 urn 25 mm Gelman membrane filter
(Millipore Corp.,

Medford,

counting fluid was added.
ml)

were

MA).

in a Svinnex apparatus

Aqueous scintillation

Additional subsamples

fixed with formalin

formalin)

filtered through a

(two,

(final concentration:

and stained with DAPI

0.2

5%

for cell enumeration.

The remaining algae were added to feeding flasks
containing 20 flies and the

feeding time trial was begun.

NaOH-saturated chromatographic paper held under a
stopper
One or

was used to determine respiration

(as

flask

in Chapter

2).

2 flasks without larvae served as background ^-^C02

controls.

Fig.

17 is a flowchart of the algae culture

treatments and labelling procedures.

5.

DAPI staining procedure
DAPI staining was used to enumerate cells under an
~\

epifluorescent microscope.
phenylindole)

DAPI

(41,

is a specific stain for DNA and fluoresces a

bright blue when bound to DNA under
Feig 1980;

6-diamidino-2-

Coleman 1980;

Gude et al.
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365 nm light
1985).

(Porter

&

Figure 17.

Flowchart

for Radiolabelling

Algae .
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feeding
flasks

incubation
20 hr

Radiolabel

'Background
fiSSa Respiration

A concentrated DAPI solution
advance and stored at 0 °C.

(1.0 mg/ml)

was made

in

It was diluted to 0.1 ug/ml

in

/
water and stored
before use

in the dark at

4

(Porter & Feig 1980;

°C

for several weeks

Coleman 1980).

processing was done under subdued

All sample

light conditions and the

sample was kept in the dark as much as possible.
Stain was added to the
the

formalin-fixed cell sample so

final DAPI concentration was

0.05 ug/ml

(Porter

&

Feig

1980;

Coleman 1980).

The sample and stain solution were

mixed

in a 1 ml syringe and held for 10-30 min before being

filtered onto a black Nucleopore filter.
(25 mm,
Black

0.2 um pore size)

(Ciba-Geigy,

of acetic acid).
hr before use

Nucleopore

had been stained with an Irgalan

Greensboro,

NC)

solution

(2g/l plus 20 ml

Filters were stained and dried at least 24

(Porter & Feig 1980).

Once the DAPI-stained

cell sample was on the black membrane,

the damp filter was

placed on a drop of low-fluorescing immersion oil
Lab,

Cedar Grove,

filters

NJ).

Another drop of

(Cargille

immersion oil was

placed on top and a cover slip was added.

Cells were

counted within one week.

in the dark at

Slides were held

°C until they were counted.
with epifluorescent

A Zeiss Universal Microscope

illumination system and Zeiss

combination

(#487702)

wavelengths

(Coleman 1980).

filter

provided excitation light of 365 nm
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4

6.

Protein Analysis
Protein content of each organism was done with the

Bicinchoninic Acid

(BCA)

method

(Smith et al.

1985).

It was

necessary to first treat the cells with heat and acid to
break the cell walls.

Untreated cells,

only with heat or acid,
treated with both.
cells),

had lower

Cell samples

protein standards

serum albumin)

M perchloric acid added to them.
placed

0.2 - 1.0 mg/ml bovine

(0.5 ml)

MO)

and copper

Samples

combined,

vortexed,

bath.

(II)

1

Fresh BCA

(Sigma Corp.,

sulfate pentahydrate

St.

4% solution,

was made the same day samples were

analyzed.

(50 ul)

and BCA reagent

heated and shaken for

(2 m_L)

were

30 min in a

They were again vortexed and absorbance

were read on a dual beam spectrophotometer
UV,

each had 1.0 ml

These were vortexed and

(bicinchoninic acid solution

at a 50:1 ratio)

water

(0.5 ml of concentrated

in a 50 °C shaker water bath overnight.

reagent
Louis,

protein levels than cells

(0.3 ml of

and a water blank

or those treated

Shimadzu Ltd.,

Kyoto,

Japan)
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37 °C
levels

opec ur onic 210

at 562 nm wavelength.

C.

Results

Of the two algal species tested,
guadricauda and Navicula pelliculosa,
rapidly assimilated by S^ verecundum

Scenedesmus
Navicula was more
(Table

6).

The green

alga Scenedesmus assimilation ratio was 1/4 that of the
diatom Navicula.

Bacterial assimilation ratios were

comparable to that of Navicula

(Table 6).

Table 6. Assimilation Ratios. Radiolabel Incorporated into
Tissue in 5 hr Feeding Period per Gut Contents,
for S. verecundum Fed Radiolabelled, Particulate Foods.
mean ratio

organism

1.85
**Bacteria
2.92
Navicula
Scenedesmus
all concentrations 0.60
0.63
high cone, only
0.52
low cone, only

S.D. *

In]

0.773 a
1.699 a

[19 ]
[363

0.848 b
0.998 b
0.241 b

[38]
[27]
[11]

^ratios followed by the same letter are not significantly
different from one another [t-test; p < 0.001],
**not corrected for respiration.

Respiration was not calculated

for bacteria.

Thus,

the

assimilation values for bacteria are underestimated.
Respiration accounts
for algae.

for -10-25% of the assimilation ratio

Assuming the same respiration rate with bacteria

the bacterial assimilation ratio and assimilation efficiency
(Tables

6 S 7)

are 10-25% too low.
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The green alga has a low

assimilation efficiency compared to the diatom or the
bacteria

(Table

7).

Table 7. Assimilation Efficiencies. Radiolabel
Incorporated into Tissue per Total Radiolabel Ingested in
5 hr Feeding Period for S_._ verecundum Fed Radiolabelled,
Particulate Foods.
organism

mean efficiency (%)

* *Bacter ia
Navicula
Scenedesmus
all concentrations
high cone, only
low cone, only

S.D. *

[n]

18.5
29.2

7.73 a
16.99 a

[19 ]
[36]

6.0
6.3
5.2

8.48 b
9.98 b
2.41 b

[38]
[27]
[11]

*efficiencies followed by same letter are not significantly
different from one another Ct-test; p <. 0.05].
**not corrected for respiration.

Concentration of food material was dependent on the
growth and age of the algae culture;
be held constant

therefore,

in different experiments.

similar timing and light

it could not

However,

using

intensities during all steps

culture production helped to prevent major differences
cell concentration
difference

(Table

8).

There was a great deal

in
in
of

in the particulate label concentration per ml of

feeding solution

(Table

8)

due to the different carbon

fixing rates of the different cultures.
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Table 8. Cell and Radiolabel Concentration of
Radiolabe 1 led Particulate F'ood Fed to S . verecundum in
Different Experiments.
““ — — —
Feed inc Solution
organism
cells/ml
± S.D.**
[n] *dpm/ml i. S.D.
[n]
Bacteria
5276816.6 ± 1220653
Navicula
exp. 40
65196.2 ±
16763.4
exp. 42
85660.9 +
152174.2
Seenedesmus
exp.39
66542.5 ±
36656.6
exp.4 3
high cone
33923.6 ±
16961.8
low cone
6784.7 +
3392.4

a

C45]

10068 ±

616

[21

b
b

[20]
[60]

3039 +
219
65830 ± 18000

[3]

b

[20]

157596 ±

6635

[21

c
d

[20]
[20]

13127
2093 +_

2891
412

[41
[31

[51

■■.Label determination from feeding solution trapped on 0.2 um
filter
*cell concentration values followed by different letter are
significantly different from one another
[t-test, p < 0.05].

The
(Table

8)

large variation in Navicula cell concentration
was due to the cells growing in clumps.

uneven distribution of cells
e p x f 1 u or e s cen t microscope)

This

(when counted under the

produced a large variation in-

cell number per viewing field and therefore a
variation in cell concentration

large

(Table 8).

Because the bacterial assimilation ratio and the
Na-Ylcu.la assimilation ratio were so similar,

a test was

conducted on Navicula to follow assimilation over time
v Table 9).

Carbon amounts were determined from the specific

activity of the original

isotope.

in a linear fashion with time
gut content values over time
indicate thai, a

(Fig.

Assimilation did increase
18).

for Navicula.

30 min gut clearance time
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Fig.

19 shows the

These data
(used

in

assimilation efficiency determination)

is not an

underestimate since the rate of gut filling decreases after
30 min.

However,

30 min may be an overestimate;

no data on

ingestion for periods less than 30 min were accummulated.
Respiration values are shown in Fig.
respiration values for periods
by dividing the total

(Fig.

21).

Fly

less than 5 hr were estimated

flask respiration by the

respiration total for algae alone,
time

20.

5 hr

divided by the feeding

These respiration estimates

for times less

than 5 hr were used only for Navicula assimilation
determination

(Table 9).

Table 9. Cells and Carbon Incorporated into Tissue and
Assimilation Rate and Gut Contents of
verecundum Larvae
Fed Radiolabelled Navicula over Time.
time
(min)[n]

_Cells*_
assimilated
in gut

30
60
180
300

1536
2067
7100
10189

[6]
[53
[5]
[73

time
(min)[n]
30
60
180
300

[63
[53
[53
[73

+

471.4
+
382.9
+_ 3635.9
+ 2539.1

a
a
b
b

4645
4458
6772
8678

ug carbon*
assimilated
1.46 + 0.447 a
1.96
0.363 a
6.33 + 3.970 b
9.43 + 2.600 b

1
+
±
+

1875
891
1322
3729

rate*
a
a
a
a

0.37 + 0.130 a
0.47 ±_ 0.082 a
1.06 ±_ 0.520 b
1.30 +_ 0.430 b

in gut

4.40
4.22
5.69
8.22

+ 1.622 a
+ 0.755 a
+ 2.406 a
+ 3.271 a

* + 1 S . D . ; values in same column followed by different
letter are signi ficantly different from one another
[t-test / P > 0.0 —* J •

8C

The number of cells assimilated during a feeding period
(Table 10)

has not been corrected

the cell concentration

(Table

for error associated with

8).

The number of cells

equals:
dpm assimilated x

(cells/ml

culture x dpm/ml culture).

Table 10. Number of Cells Assimilated in a 5 hr Feeding
Period by S. verecundum Larvae Fed Rad i nl ahp 1 1 *»d /
Particulate Foods.
organism

cell number

*Bacteria
Navicula
Scenedesmus
all cone.
high cone.
low cone.

850600
18790 +
9509 +
13140 +
595 +

S.D.**

[n]

613600 a
8051 b

[19 ]
[36]

14880 c
16360 be
332 d

[38]
[27]
[11]

* not corrected for respiration
**cel1 number values followed by different letter are
significantly different from one another
[ t-test, p >_ 0.05].

Protein content was determined by reading the
absorbance values of the cell samples from the standard
curve

(Fig.

22).

xable 11 data are the protein contents of
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the different particulate

foods and are reported as a range

in order to adjust for the error

in determining the number

of cells per ml of culture.

lower boundary equals:

The

_ng protein/ml of culture_
cells/ml culture - 1 S.D. of cell cone.
The upper
boundary equals:

_ng protein/ml of culture_
cells/ml culture + 1 S.D. of cell cone.

Table 11. Protein Content of Cultured Algae and
Field-Collected Bacteria.
organism

ng protein/cell

Bacteria
Navicula
Scenedesmus

2.3
3.7 x lCT5
0.36 - 1.01 x 10'1
0.16 - 0.5
x 10_1

SO

Figure
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Discussion

There are several possible explanations for why
Navicula was assimilated by 3_._ ver ecundum at a more rapid
rate than Scenedesmus.
algae)

have

(a type of yellow-green

long been known to be exceptionally good food

sources for marine
(1981)

Diatoms

invertebrates

(Wernei

1977).

reported high assimilation efficiencies

the diatom Nitzschia when fed to S_±_ ornata.
quality studies with algae species
Reynolds 1984)

(e.g.7

Schroder
(> 70%)

Other

for

food

ochroder 198-*./

show similar variation.

There are a number of differences between these two
algae which could form the basis for these observations.
Diatoms use more organic substrates as carbon sources than
do green algae

(Soeder & Hegewald 1988).

efficiently take up both organic and
than other algae

(Werner 1977).

walls of these organisms,
are quite different.

the

of sporopo1lenin.

of cellulose
Hegewald 1988).

Additionally,

The diatom cell wall

has a thick,

resistant polyterpene.

inorganic substances
the cell

first barrier to assimilation,

heterogenous than the cell wall
(Desmodesmus)

Diatoms more

is more

in Scenedss_m_us..

ScGn_cd e smus

multi-layered cell wall with 2
Sporopollenin is a degradation

Sporopollenin overlays an interior

imbedded

in hemicellose

(Soeder

&

None of these materials are particularly

digestible.
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In comparison,
diatoms)

the cell wall of Navicula

consists of a silicon frustule

(i.e.,

interlocked and enveloped by an organic casing
Vclcani
layer

1968).

Cell wall

polymer)

the

shell)
(Coombs &

layers are composed of an outer

of structural carbohydrates,

frustule template),

(and other

frustule

a protein layer

itself

followed by the silicalemma

(the

(a SiC>2*nH20

(a lipid bilayer

membrane which surrounded all of frustule during frustule
formation)

and then the plasma membrane

Duke & Reimann 1977;
not digestible,

Werner 1977).

(Hecky et al.

1973;

While the frustule

is

the organic casing is composed of materials

which would be more digestible compared to those of
Scenedesmus.
The high protein content of the diatom cell wall may be
a reason for the high assimilation ratio

(e.g..

Table 6).

Simuliid midgut enzymes have high protease activity and more
limited polysaccharide digestive enyzme activity
al.

1985).

midgut

The high pH of the center of the black fly

inactivates the polysaccharide enzymes but

the activity of the proteases
et al.

1985).

responsible
Federici

Martin

It is believed that the high protease

for bacterial cell

1979; Martin et al.

(pH 11)

lysis and digestion

1985).

the

are
(Lacey &

Protein content of

Navicula was generally higher than in Scenedesmus
However,

increases

(Lacey & Federici 1979;

activity and the extremely alkaline midgut

11).

(Martin et

(Table

large variation in these results,

the variation in cell counting,
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makes

due to

it difficult to draw

firm conclusions.
caloric values

Cummins and Wuycheck

(1971)

have reported

for Scenedesmus of 5200-5500 calories/g dry

weight and for Navicula of
High food quality,

3200-4900 calories/g dry weight.

as measured by assimilation ratio,

is

therefore not correlated with caloric values.
While the physiology of digestion helps to explain
these results,

the ecological relationships and consequences

should also be considered.
Results show that bacterioplankton in the smallest size
range are available as

food for black

fly larvae.

Simulium

verecundum can not only ingest these small particles but
they assimilate them at high efficiencies.
Meyer

(1987)

were the

first to demonstrate the

of bacterioplankton by black flies.
that the

<3.0 urn size range

Fredeen

(1964)

Edwards and

I have

further shown

is a high quality food source.

was able to raise a small number of S.

vittatum on cultured bacteria.

However,

cultured bacteria

have cell sizes one to two orders of magnitude
naturally-occurring bacteria
my results do not

utilization

(Peterson et al.

indicate whether this black

complete development on bacterioplankton,

larger than
1978).

fly could

they do

that smaller bacteria are a good food source

While

for

indicate
Similiuir,

verecundum.
Edwards and Meyer

(1987)

noted that the

importance of

bacteria to black fly nutrition in nature relates to the
abundance of bacteria.

They conclude that at sites where

the bacterial concentration

is high,
10

the nutritional

importance of bacteria
concentration
become more
an

is high.

(< 3 x 104 cells/ml),

important,

Wotton 1980.

(Table 8).

e.g..

5 x 10^ cells/ml

This

overlooked as

Baker and Bradnam

in the

<

is midway between the

concentrations of Baker and Bradnam
(1980),

food sources

Dudleyville Brook bacterial

concentrations were
range

ether

and bacteria might be

important dietary component,

1976;

At sites with low bacterial

(1976)

and the high bacterial abundance

3.0 urn size

low bacterial
and Wotton

in the southern

blackwater river studied by Edwards and Meyer

(1987).

Results on bacterial cells assimilated per hr

(1.7 x 10^

cells/hr)
Meyer

agree with the values reported

(1987).

quality

Lake outlets seem to be habitats of high food

(e.g.,

Simmons 1985;

Wotton 1987)

bacterioplankton concentrations
1986).

in Edwards and

Bacterioplankton,

and have high

(Kondratieff & Simmons

as suppliers of high quality food,

help to explain the value of lake outlets as prime black
habitats.
(1977)

My results also explains why Carlsson et al.

did not find differences

outlet,

yet did

downstream.

fly

in the POM >

find a larger black

Since

2.0 urn at an

fly population than

they did not examine the smaller and most

abundant size class of bacteria,

they may have missed the

importance of bacterioplankton to larval black

flies.

Similium verecundum populations are high during the
summer and often coincide with diatom blooms
pers.

obser.).

(P.

Martin,

Since diatoms have been shown to be a high

quality food source,

along with bacteria,
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the next step

would be to relate field black

fly populations to the

presence of these putative high quality foods.
Meyer
but

(1987)

did this with bacteria

Edwards and

in a blackwater river,

it has never been done with algae populations,

lake outlets.

or at

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS

Further understanding of Simuliidae larval ecology
requires an understanding of their nutritional requirements
and

food utilization.

Determination of the foods

assimilated and the speed of their assimilation is needed to
establish
flies.

if there are high quality foods

My studies tested the

organic matter
and,

(DOM)

for

for

larval black

food quality of dissolved

3 black

fly and 1 mosquito species

three different types of particulate organic matter

(POM)

for

Simulium verecundum.

Dissolved organic matter was not
fly larvae S_j_ verecundum,
Cneohia dacotensis.

ingested by the black

Pr osimul ium mixtum/f uscum and

Black

flies apparently do not drink.

DOM is therefore not a usable simuliid food material,
though

even

it can be ten times more prevalent than POM.

However,

DOM is utilized by Aedes aegypti and therefore

should not be

ignored

from the energy budgets of all filter

feeders.
The types of POM tested were two algal species,
Navicula and Scenedesmus,

and field-collected,

fractionated bacterioplankton.
assimilated;
assimilated.

size-

Scenedesmus were slowly

Navicula and bacterioplankton were both quickly
Therefore,

higher quality foods

Navicula and bacterioplankton are

for S_j_ verecundum.
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Occurrence of foods

of differing quality may be the basis
variation

in black

fly population characteristics.

Bacterioplankton are abundant
abundance
Simmons,

increases
1985).

for the natural

in seston,

in lentic habitats

Therefore,

and their

(Kondratieff &.

the determination of

bacterioplankton as a high quality food may explain Simmon
(1985)

observations

fecundity,

of

lake outlet species of higher

size and longevity.

Assimilation ratios have

been shown to change with food type.

Therefore,

distribution and abundance of high quality foods are
important parameters

in larval black

fly habitats.

APPENDIX.

COMPOSITION OF WOODS HOLE MBL MEDIA

Stock Solutions:
chemical

concentration

(g/1)

36.76
36.97
12.60
8.71
85.01
28.42
4.36
3.15
0.01
0.022
0.01
0.18
0.006

CaCl2 *2H20
MgS04 * 7H20
NaHC03
K2HP04
NaN03
Na2Si03•9H20
Na2•EDTA
FeCl3•6H20
CuS04•5H20
ZnS04•7H20
CoCl2•6H20
MnCl2•4H20
Na2Mo04•2H20

One ml of each stock solution was added
media.
0.1
0.5
0.5
2.0

mg
ug
ug
ml

Additionally,

for a liter of

the following were added:

Thiamine.HC1
Biotin
Cyanocobalamin
Tris (Tris(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane

pH can be adjusted to 7.2 with HC1,
not necessary for algae species reared
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50 g/200 ml)

however this was

(Nichols 1973).
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